Abstract:This paper presents a application of kurtosis and approximate entropy in rolling bearing fault diagnosis.First use the method of LMD adaptive decomposed he rolling bearing vibration signal into different time scales of PF component , then filtered to get PF component, and rebuilt a new weighted optimization reconstruction fusion PF component, finally have the rolling bearing vibration signal feature extraction and realize fault diagnosis.
Introduction
Approximate entropy, reflects the complexity of a signal.The method can achieve the purpose of the feature extraction,with quantitative mechanical vibration signals by approximate entropy.Mechanical failure is usually a gradual process, the extracted features often be fuzzier, as growth the failure,the complexity of the fault signal is higher and higher.And the complexity of different failure positions is different , so you can use the approximate entropy and classifier to identify faults.But the small fault might be confused with the normal bearing vibration signal, thus, combining kurtosis and approximate entropy theory,so this paper presents a application of kurtosis and approximate entropy in rolling bearing fault diagnosis.First use the method of LMD adaptive decomposed he rolling bearing vibration signal into different time scales of PF component , then filtered to get PF component, and rebuilt a new weighted optimization reconstruction fusion PF component, finally have the rolling bearing vibration signal feature extraction and realize fault diagnosis.
THE DECOMPOSITION OF BEARING FAULT SIGNAL BY LMD
Due to the machine itself and the outside noise interference,the rolling bearing characteristic frequency is not obvious,Complex composition. LMD is a new iterative approach that decomposes signals into a set of PFs of envelope signals and frequency-modulated signals,and from the PFs the time-varying IF and IA can be derived directly without a Hilbert transform.In LMD, signal ) (t X can be expressed as a summation of the PFs and a residue,and PFs is a product of a envelope signal and a purely frequency-modulated signal ) ( ) ( ) ( Output.The PF components of different scales.
APPLICATION OF KS-APEN METHOD
Due to roller bearing fault is smaller, and the degrees to distinguish the signal is smaller when it work normally. At the same time, in order to response more intuitive within each sample value difference degree, the kurtosis and the standard deviation is introduced. .Kurtosis is suitable for surface damage,especially it suit for early fault diagnosis.When the normal work of the bearing vibration signal was close to normal distribution, the kurtosis is between 3-4.With the appearance and development of fault and normal signal probability density increases, the signal amplitude distribution deviates from the normal distribution, normal distribution curve appear skewed or scattered, kurtosis value also increase.As the fault occurs, increasing the complexity of the signal, which makes signal when a failure occurs within each value relative to the size of the work there was a significant difference, the standard deviation of the corresponding signal will also change.In conclusion, through the kurtosis and the standard deviation to determine whether a bearing failure and then by the approximate entropy method for precise positioning failure parts.the Algorithm is as follow, Algorithm 2 application of KS-APEN method Input :Weighted optimization that PFopt. Output :KS-approximate entropy characteristics.
(1)According to the formula (2) to calculate kurtosis, assume that i X is sampling to a set of data, then the kurtosis β is that,
Setting kurtosis β as characteristic vector of the first characteristic The resulting vector feature vector is our requirements, will all the samples according to repeat step 1-4 step operation, can get all the sample feature vector.
APPLICATION EXAMPLE
The test stand consists of a 2 hp motor(left), a torque encoder (center),a power meter(right).Bearing motor shaft of bearings. The frequency is 12000 Hz, sample length cut at 4096 points,it include 464 samples.
According to the algorithm 1 ,through LMD decomposition of acquisition of bearing vibration signal, we can get 8 PF component and a residual component. 
Conclusion
LMD method can make bearing vibration signal which is non-stationary and multi-scale adaptively decompose into a series of single-component signal . It can eliminate the vibration signal which mixed with ambient noise.Analyze the corresponding eigenvectors,of four kinds of typical samples, we can see that kurtosis has a high degree of differentiation on normal work and bearing fault occurs, the failure of rolling element, inner ring and outer ring fault.Standard deviation has high degree of differentiation in the failure of rolling element and the inner ring.Approximate entropy of different failure after failure parts has high degree of differentiation.
